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Getting into
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It was quickly evident to the
Clearing and Forwarding, they
young man that the answer lay
were intrigued after hearing about
in solar geysers, with the most
the young man’s plans, but also
competitive supplier in China.
encouraged by his enthusiasm
But, as is the case with
and determination to take on
most teenagers, this was not a
something so challenging and
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he decided he would simply import complex.
“We were amazed to see a school
them.
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Liesl Liebenberg of 4PL.com who personally assisted with the shipment, and
teenager Lampie van der Nest who tried his hand at importing.

Heinz. “By the time we came on
board he had arranged everything
with the supplier in China – all
the way to the goods landing in
South Africa. A lot of people
are put off doing imports due
to the complexities and risks. It
was great to see that someone at
Lampie’s age would set aside all
those adversities and just get going
on a project to benefit someone
other than himself.”
According to Van der Nest, his
father – who had had dealings
with 4PL.Com in the past –
advised him to get professional
help when the process became too
complex.
“It felt like there were
unexpected costs that were arising
all the time that I had not planned
or budgeted for. It was also very
challenging communicating with
the Chinese due to the language
and time differences, and I
realised I needed help.”
4PL.COM finally helped Van
der Nest arrange the shipment
to be cleared in South Africa,
handling and assisting with all

the portside formalities.
“We had the cargo delivered to
his home in Irene,” said Heinz.
“We also invited him to our offices
after the cargo had been delivered
to show him where his risks were
on his current import method,
how to better mitigate his risks
going forward by using the correct
terms of sale, insurance, suppliers
– and also showed him the hidden
costs with regard to port side,
shipping and agency charges.”
For Van der Nest it has been
a life-changing experience. “I
have learned quite a few valuable
lessons during this first importing
experience. It became apparent
very quickly to me that there are
quite a few interesting avenues in
this industry to pursue and that I
think I would enjoy doing.”
He has also learnt the valuable
lesson on which all importers
agree: never underestimate the
value of expert advice when
bringing goods into the country.
“I now understand why I need
a clearing agent and the immense
value there is in having them.”

Richards Bay expansion to add breakbulk capacity
ransnet National Ports
Authority (TNPA) is set to
make sweeping upgrades and
expand the Richards Bay port to
increase its capacity to handle
more bulk and break bulk goods.
The port authority is preparing
to start major expansion plans,
with an estimated capital cost of
R50-60 billion, in mid-2015 that
will increase the port’s capacity
for bulk commodities, including
chrome ore, ferro-chrome and
manganese ore, by more than 20
million tpy.
The expansion project is now
at feasibility stage, which means
that the parastatal is in the process
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of reviewing how to roll out such
an expansion, Sudesh Maharaj,
programme director for the
Transnet Richards Bay expansion
programme, told FTW.
He said last month that TNPA
was aiming to start construction
by June 2015 to complete by 2020.
The expansion project includes
the addition of berths for chrome
ore that would take the port’s
chrome ore capacity to 6 million
tpy by 2018, a 134% increase in
the port’s chrome ore capacity,
while ferro-chrome capacity is to
be increased to 3.7 million tpy by
2025.
The project also includes

manganese ore capacity of 1.3
million tpy by 2025 and 2.2
million tpy by 2040, although
Maharaj told FTW that he
still needed to continue his
investigation into seeing what the
manganese market demand and
supply would do, with a glut of
new mines set to come on stream
in the Northern Cape in the next
five years.
Although Richards Bay would
essentially remain a bulk coal
terminal, TNPA has plans
to add oil and gas, as well as
liquefied natural gas. The south
dunes area of the port has been
earmarked for expansion for liquid

bulk commodities, like liquid
natural and petroleum gas. The
upgrade and expansion plans
include facilities to accommodate
oversized cargo.
TNPA is also looking to expand
services to the oil and gas industry
at other ports, including Saldanha
on the west coast, Richards Bay on
the east coast and the deepsea port
of Ngqura in the Eastern Cape.
Traditionally the Cape Town port
is associated with handling oil and
gas freight.
Saldanha is expected to start
liquid petroleum gas imports in
2014, FTW understands.

– Bianca Markram

